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CrossFit: Life, Struggles and Motivation
By Mario Arseneau

We often get weird looks when people drive
or walk by the box when the doors are fully
open during WODs, or when we boast to
our non-CrossFitter peers about the grueling
workout we survived. Most of the time, I
suspect these people ask themselves “are
they nuts?” or “what motivates them to do
such things?”

feel the way they want it to. Some are
motivated by the fact that they will feel a
great sense of accomplishment once the
WOD is over and done with (let’s be
honest, we’re never motivated by the
amount of muscle soreness brought on by
150 wall ball shots). But sometimes,
motivation comes from a deeper, more
personal level. In the CrossFit community,
Motivation. In some cases it is a fairly we honor fallen soldiers through the “Hero
simple concept, but in the CrossFit world, it WODs”, but it isn’t exactly the same as
can be a little nuanced. Some are motivated honoring someone we know and care for.
by goals such as a score, an upcoming
competition, getting their body to look and
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I learned valuable lessons from two family members in the last
few months. First from one of my uncles, who we found out a
while back was really sick. We were informed that things
would only deteriorate from then on, but he continued to enjoy
life with family and friends caring for him until the end. I
chose to keep a reminder of him with me whenever I did a
WOD to remind me that I should not take my CrossFit training
for granted, that others are unable to do such things because of
unfortunate reasons. I was told by many family members who
saw him frequently in his last few days that he always had the
same answer whenever he was asked how he felt. “Oh I’m fine,
thank you.”, even though it was clear from a medical
standpoint this answer was surely a bit of a stretch. This really
got me thinking, why would I have ANY reason to complain
during a WOD? I can’t really think of one. I did the reminder
thing again one last time on the day he passed; coincidentally
the posted WOD was no walk in the park, which is fitting in a
way. Keeping him in my thoughts was probably the sole reason
I managed a PR.
Finally, I was chatting online with my cousin who was staying
at the hospital, awaiting a series of difficult operations to help
fix a condition she is suffering from. Although it was a very
difficult, physically painful process, she said the following:
“Never give up, fight until you have nothing left. There are
always family members and friends to support and love you
through all the pain.” I had to sit there for a moment and
compose myself before reflecting a bit. The workout I
performed the day following that conversation was different
than the times I had previously attempted it. Coming to the
realization that there are no valid excuses for you not to try and
push a little harder, even just a little, can be a powerful thing.
You might surprise yourself. I sure did.
So next time you’re having a tough time with CrossFit, think of
people you know, people you knew, those who have at some
point fallen on hard times. Let their courage inspire you.
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MINI PORTOBELLO PIZZAS
Ingredients:
-Portobello mushrooms (stems removed,
you can leave the insides if you want)
-Pizza toppings (peppers, spinach,
onion, zucchini, tomato, bacon,
hamburger etc. Use whatever you like)
-Tomato paste
-Basil or Italian spice blend
-Cheese (optional)

Directions:
1) Pre-heat oven to 375, place
mushrooms on a baking sheet and bake
for approx. 10 mins (just until softened)
2) While your 'crust' is baking you can
pre-cook your toppings (if preferred, you
can also use raw if that's what you like) by
sautéing in a pan for a few mins until
cooked to your liking.
3) Once mushrooms are done remove
from oven and cover with tomato paste
and a sprinkle of basil or italian spice
blend. Cover with your toppings and
cheese if you are using it.
4) Place back in oven for a few mins to
melt everything together.
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W h e n d i d y o u s t a r t My friend Suzanne heard about
CrossFit after she saw CrossFit
CrossFit?
October 23, 2009 was my first
fundamentals session.

Do you have an athletic
background?

pictures of Elissa on Facebook.
Suzanne was my gym buddy at
the time, and she was one of
the reasons I kept going to the
gym. I suppose I was
competitive at that point; there
was no way I would stay home
if she was going to train – she
was my motivation to show up
at the gym. When she told me
she contacted Kevin for an intro
session, it was inconceivable
that I would lose my gym
buddy… if she left CEPS, I
would lose my motivation. So I
called Kevin, and managed to
rearrange my schedule so I
could show up with Suzanne on
an intro session. From there, I
realized I wasn’t that much in
good shape: I needed
dumbbells to hold my feet down
on a sit-up but I was very
happy to hear coach K say to
his mom that I had very good
squat depth and hip flexibility –
WOHOO I had potential! I
decided to give it a shot. Being
a university student at the time,
it was a huge financial
commitment but I do not regret
my decision one bit.

CHANTAL LEBRETON

I do have an athletic
background but never to the
competition or professional
level. My athletic career started
when I was about 4 years old
with swimming lessons. Once I
could keep afloat, I learned to
hit a target while playing T-ball
followed by moving targets in 5
pitch baseball. I realized I was
the only girl so I turned into a
salesperson through the girl
guides selling cookies…not very
sporty! After failing at being a
WWE wrestler in my
neighborhood (I was the only
girl around) and only getting to
my yellow belt in karate, I
joined soccer for a few years
until running around became
uncomfortable for a 12 year old
pre-teen. I then joined
volleyball and finished my
Stats
athletic career of organized
sports as a hockey player for 4
-CrossFitting
years, with some globo gym Were you a member of since 2009
mixed in there. Off to university another gym before?
-Deadlift: 270#
I went, and I would train on
-Press: 100#
and off at the CEPS (weights,
I went to a Gymnasia in my -Back Squat: 230#
cardio, kickboxing).
-Clean: 135#

home town when I was a
teenager and to the CEPS -Snatch: 95#
What made you decide to
during university.
join?
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I would say the trainer at Gymnasia was
very supportive and really wanted the
members to have success but given the fact
it is in a very small community, this was
important if the owners wanted to keep the
membership level at a profitable state. I’m
sad to say that gym closed down just a few
months ago, and my community is left with
no gym – future opportunity for CrossFit?

To be a ninja! And I can’t tell you if I
achieved it or not because that defeats the
purpose of being a ninja. On a more serious
note, my current goals are focused more on
nutrition… I just need to stay focused and
not put ice cream in my mouth - YIKES!

My experience at the CEPS was very
different and does not compare to CrossFit
or the Gymnasia. No one talks to each other
– you’re even afraid to ask someone if they
are done on ‘that machine’. There is no
camaraderie and people look at you weirdly
if you sweat a lot, huff, or grunt. I was
happy to have my gym buddy who would
spot me on bench press, but other than that
I didn’t really like going there by myself. I
would often take long rests that turned into
2 months hiatus or find excuses not to go. I
barely saw results regardless of the number
of hours I would spend there, the ‘fat
burning’ cardio intervals exercises mixed in
with the famous protein shake meal
replacements. Now I know better.

Completing the Paleo challenges of the fall
2012 and winter 2013 with no cheating :D.
The previous challenges had been complete
fails for me so I never thought I would
succeed but with determination, a couple of
articles from CrossFit Lisbeth stuck to the
cover page of my journal and with Amanda
only a ‘bubble’ away (MBC peeps will
understand), I got through the first one. The
second one was just a breeze. Results:
down approximately 30 pounds of fat
(stayed at the same % for lean weight),
some inches and feeling awesome.

Do you have an accomplishment that
you're very proud of?

Also, completing the Olympic lifting seminar
in November 2012 was an accomplishment.
It was very rewarding to be in that
environment with experts of the matter
What are your goals? Have you focusing on you and your technique. They
reached any yet?
had everyone on their radar whether you
are a powerlifting monster or just someone
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looking to improve your
technique.

Do you remember your
first workout? What was
it like?
I don’t remember. I had to dig
through my old journal. It was
on Nov. 3rd 2009, and it was
called ‘Fun with body weight’ :
25 Squats, push ups, pull-ups
and sit-ups, then 50 of each,
then 75 of each for time. I
scaled it to 20, 30 and 40 reps.
I was probably scared as sh*t
– I made it to the 21 sit-ups
out of the last 40 reps in 25
minutes. And right below my
comment on the website, Sonia
had gotten her first muscle up
*womp womp*…

Describe the atmosphere
at CrossFit Moncton.
The atmosphere at CrossFit
Moncton is great! I’m a
morning class person so there
are A LOT of new people I
don’t know, but when I get to
the gym on evenings or on
special occasions like the
recent CrossFit Games, it’s
always great to meet new
people. Old or new, there is
always conversation to make.
The coaches are great and
always give feedback, even if
I’m a ‘senior’ member of the
gym – I know I still have
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movements to correct and they
are always there to point me in
the right direction.

What do you tell
someone that’s hesitant
to try CrossFit?
Just do it! You won’t regret it,
and if you do, you get a beer
on me!

Favorite lift?
The Olympic lifts : the Clean &
Jerk and the Snatch.

Favorite workout?
My favorite is Grace (Obviously,
who doesn’t like doing their
favorite lift 30 times in a row!).
For a longer WOD, I like the
recently done ‘Deck of Death’
for the surprise effect it has in
the first 10 minutes… after that
you start wondering if anyone
has messed with your deck.
Generally speaking, I like quick
and intense WODs – the ones
that look easy on paper but
burn you out even if it only
took 5 minutes!

Interested in joining?
Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at
info@crossfitmoncton.com to
confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.
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